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Maturation of Instruments for Solar System Exploration (MatISSE)

Science:
• Radiative balance of planetary bodies with an 

emphasis on ice giants (e.g. far-infrared thermal 
emission studies beyond 50 um).

• Atmospheric structure of the ice giants through 
nadir sounding in the far-infrared.

• Thermal inertia and thermal anomaly 
measurements of icy satellites and the Moon.

Objectives:
• Develop a thermal imaging radiometer (TIR) called 

COBRA with cutting-edge technology to measure 
targets that reach below 60 K (i.e. ice giants, icy 
satellites, Moon’s poles).

• Key technologies include:
• Adaptation of existing PREFIRE (launch 2022) focal 

plane array for COBRA science.
• Development of filter block with suite of new, narrow 

far infrared mesh filters to perform high priority science 
on icy giants and their satellites. 

• Execution of novel optical design with intermediate 
focus to accommodate the filter block.

Key Milestones:
• YEAR 1: 

– test prototype optics (12 mo.)
– EM focal plane design, fab, text (12 mo.)

• YEAR 2:
– Complete filter block (18 mo).
– Test radiometric performance of COBRA (24 mo.)

Target: Uranus & Neptune, icy satellites, the Moon, 
or any cold targets in the solar system.

COBRA builds on existing 
FPA technology developed 
for PREFIRE (launch 2022).  
Format size, pixel pitch, 
and optical coating will be 
adapted to measure ice 
giants and their satellites

COBRA extends state-
of-the-art thermal 
imaging radiometers’ 
performance to study 
very cold targets in a 
package that is more 
compact

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NASA’s next Mars surface mission to follow MSL will advance the search for signatures of habitability and begin focusing on detection and structural characterization of a wider range of complex organic compounds, both volatile and nonvolatile, in carefully selected samples. The knowledge to be gained with MSL on the host environment, preservation, concentration, and complexity of organics found at Gale Crater may lead to a highly streamlined sample search and selection process at a future landing site. An organic analysis investigation would then have the significant opportunity to examine not only the bulk organic inventory, but the detailed structural diversity and fine spatial distribution of that inventory, directly informing critical aspects of habitability and feeding forward to Mars Sample Return. At the same time, given very limited expected payload resources, an appropriately advanced organics analysis capability must be realized with instrumentation miniaturized well beyond the current state-of-the-art in flight hardware. Moreover, the associated investigation must now be sufficiently well-defined to achieve technology readiness level (TRL) 6 in the next two-to-three years, depending on the mission opportunities, severely limiting the range of potential advanced approaches. We propose to develop to TRL 6 a next-generation Linear Ion Trap Mass Spectrometer (LITMS) investigation that directly andfully addresses these measurement and development objectives. LITMS combines two extremely powerful approaches to organics analysis, those of pyrolysis gas chomatography/mass spectrometry (GCMS) and Mars-ambient laser desorption mass spectrometry (LDMS), linked through a single, highly-miniaturized linear ion trap (LIT) mass analyzer. The LITMS effort will take advantage of the significant recent development (also to TRL 6) by our team of the Mars Organic Molecule Analyzer - Mass Spectrometer (MOMA-MS) for the 2018 ExoMars mission. LITMS will feature further miniaturization and substantial analytical enhancements, identified duringthe MOMA-MS development but not realized due to schedule or mission architecture limitations. These include the ability to analyze both positive and negative ions, the extension of the mass-to-charge (m/z) range to lower values to detect elements, and enhanced performance with tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) for structural analysis of complex organics. In addition, LITMS will include integrated development in conjunction with newly-developed sample processing and handling technology, that will enable direct pointby- point laser analysis of nonvolatile organics along the length of an extracted drill core, without having to remove or process fines andthereby without any fundamental limitation on the number of such analyses during the mission.
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